We know five theorems whose conclusion is the existence of an embedded disk, perhaps with additional structure, in some larger space. Each introduced an influential technique and had broad consequences. They are: (1) Let M be a 3-manifold with boundary ∂ M, and δ : S 1 ∂ M be a generic immersion, where
Theorem 1. Let δ : S 1 ∂ M be a generic immersed loop so that the composition into M is null homotopic. There is a height function f : S 1 → (0, ε) so that δ ′ = (δ , f ) : S 1 ֒→ int(M) is unknotted.
The theorem readily implies two familiar facts:
(1) Dehn's Lemma: For any scc δ ⊂ ∂ M which is null homotopic in M there is a properly embedded disk (D, ∂ D) ⊂ (M, ∂ M) with ∂ D parameterizing δ .
(2) Given any knot diagram there is always a way to rechoose the crossings to produce an unknot. (This is the case when (M, ∂ M) ∼ = (B 3 , ∂ B 3 ) is a 3-ball.)
Regarding 1: A short argument connects the special case of the theorem where δ is one-to-one to Dehn's Lemma. Let C be the annular collar joining δ to δ ′ and D a disk with boundary δ ′ . If C and D are in general position initially there may be arcs of intersection, but a perturbation of D near ∂ D = δ ′ starting from an outermost arc ensures that C and D intersect only in sccs contained in int(C) and int(D). Let σ ⊂ D be an innermost circle of intersection bounding a subdisk σ ∈ D. σ may be paired with either an essential or inessential scc in C. Perform disk exchanges to modify C until either C ∪ D is an embedded disk or some innermost σ is paired to an essential scc in C. In this case a final cut and glue operation yields an embedded disk with boundary δ . Regarding 2: We should note a subtlety. The height function produced in the theorem may, in general, be more complicated than the familiar height function which solves the knot diagram problem (see Figure 1b) . For knot diagrams the unknotting function may be taken to be any function with a unique local maximum and unique local minimum.
Actually Theorem 1 is a corollary of a stronger Theorem 0, better adapted to the required induction.
Theorem 0. Let δ : S 1 ∂ M be a generic immersed loop with base point * ( * is assumed disjoint from multiple points of δ ) whose composition into M is null homotopic. There is a height function f :
We say δ ′ collapses to * , and call ∆ a "lollypop" for δ ′ . * 
Observation: δ n := l n (∂ D) can be unknotted by a suitable resolution of its crossings (i.e. a normal function f as in Theorem 1). As in Theorem 0, given for any base point * (chosen away from crossings) we can resolve crossings δ n → δ ′ n and produce an embedded disk ∆ with ∂ ∆ = δ ′ n and ∆ ∩ ∂ N n = * .
Explanation of δ ′ n and its null-isotopy. One might expect to choose δ ′ n = {δ n (θ ), f (θ )}, f ( * ) = 0, f (θ = * ) > 0, where f has a unique local maximum and a unique local minimum. However, this solution does not, in general, push down the tower. We prefer to give a second solution. There are two cases. If l n is one-to-one δ n = l n (∂ D) bounds a hemisphere
Now assume δ n is not one-to-one. Let α ⊂ δ n , not containing * , be a subarc so that l n (α) is a scc ⊂ ∂ N. Let E 1 be one of the two disks in ∂ N n bounded by l n (α). Begin to resolve the crossings of δ by following this rule: l n (α) lies above l n (β ), where β is the complementary arc, δ = α ∪ β and α ∩ β = ∂ α = ∂ β . Also the two endpoints of α are at a crossing: resolve this crossing arbitrarily. Now an isotopy across the disk E 1 bounding α effectively erases the loop α. If the simplified diagram is a scc we may continue the unknotting using a hemisphere 2-cell E 2 ⊂ S, ∂ E 2 = l n (β ) making no further crossing choices. If the simplified diagram is still singular choose another arc α ′ ⊂ β whose image is again a scc not containing * and proceed as before. Continuing in this way, guided by a sequence of embedded 2-cells, say {E 1 , .., E j }, all crossings are eventually assigned so
that the diagram resolution is unknotted with * remaining in the final 2-cell E j . The cells E 1 , ..., E j determine a sequence of isotopies I 1 , ..., I j so that the composition I j • ... • I 1 shrinks δ ′ n toward the base point * . Note: the 2-cells E i will not generally have disjoint interiors. This solution will now be pushed down the tower Dissection of disks with double arcs: Let E be a properly embedded disk (E, ∂ E) ⊂ (M 3 , ∂ M) in a 3-manifold and π : (M, ∂ M) → (P, ∂ P) a 2-fold cover with covering translation t. Assume E and tE are in generic position and meet only in double arcs and double loops. Double loops are easily removed by an innermost circle argument and will not be discussed further. E is assumed to have a base point * ⊂ ∂ E. Call π(E) = F and π( * ) = * in an abuse of notation.
We now describe how to form an ordered list of embedded disks F 1 , ..., F k ⊂ (P, ∂ ) from pieces (some used several times) of F. Constructing {F 1 , ..., F k } will dictate "crossing choices" for ∂ F := γ, which yield γ ′ , bounding a lollypop. Each F i has base point * i with * k = * ⊂ ∂ F. Furthermore, once {F 1 , ..., F k } are constructed we may view them as the instructions for an isotopy I = I k • ... • I 1 , as above, collapsing γ ′ toward * .
Let β 1 be an outermost arc cutting off an outermost disk D 1 ⊂ F not containing * . Let β ′ 1 be the partner arc of β 1 and D ′ 1 be the subdisk of F cut off by β ′ 1 which also does not contain * . There are two cases, shown in In both cases D 1 ∪D ′ 1 can be perturbed into a proper map of a disk F 0 . There is a residual general position proper map with only double arc singularities of a disk formed from D 1 ∪ (F\D ′ 1 ). In both cases, label this map F 1 . Because D 1 is outermost, both F 0 and F 1 have fewer double arcs than F.
We need to discuss crossing choices (resolutions) and base point choices. The end points on ∂ D 1 , i.e. its crossings with other segments of ∂ F 1 , are deemed overcrossings (in both cases). F 0 is provided a base point * 0 in its copy of D 1 and F 1 retains * 1 := * as its base point. Now unless F 0 (F 1 ) is embedded find an outermost arc cutting off an outermost disk D, with D ′ disjoint from * 0 ( * 1 ) and sharing a double arc with D, not containing * 0 ( * 1 ) and as above dissect:
to obtain general position proper pointed maps F 00 , F 01 , F 10 , and F 11 of disks with only double arc singularities. We call such maps good maps. In each case follow the preceding rule for resolving the crossing of ∂ D as overcrossings.
Continuing in this way a dyadic tree of good maps is obtained. The leaves of this tree are called great maps as they have the additional property of being embeddings. (No disjointness has been constructed or assumed for these great maps.) The leaves are now linearly ordered by the base 2 numerical value of their subscripts considered as decimals. By the time we reach the leaves all crossings have been resolved. These great disks, monotonically reindexed, become the ordered list {F 1 , .., F k }, built from pieces of F 1 , which we sought. We call this list a great sequence (for ∂ F) guiding a collapse of (∂ F) ′ to * . Note that the great sequence uniquely defines the crossing resolution of ∂ F ′ of ∂ F. The simple expedient of successively declaring ∂ D to over-cross other segments of the boundary has given us the well-defined crossing choices and thus defines (∂ F) ′ . The isotopy I shrinks (∂ F) ′ toward * . The tree, as constructed above, of good disks terminating in great disks is a dissection of F. The same tree, according to our convention, determines crossing choices γ ′ = (∂ F) ′ for γ = ∂ F. The great sequence {F 1 , ..., F k } (the leaves of the dissection) are said to guide a sequence of isotopes Example: We illustrate ( Figure 6 ) dissection, the crossing resolutions, and the collapsing isotopy with an example. Our crossing convention implies that middle sheet of the three sheets of the outermost D in F ...0 Π F ...1 should be compressed slightly into interior (M) near ∂ β 1 when interpreting the disk F j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, which contain this sheet of D as guiding the isotopes I j .
We now finish the proof of Theorem 0.
At the top of the tower the collapse of ((l n (∂ D)) ′ , * ) is guided by an initial sequence of properly embedded 2-cells {E 1 , ..., E j }, where the base point of each E 1 , ..., E j is taken to be the self intersection point of its boundary, and with the original * ⊂ E j serving as the base point for the final E j . Now consider each of these cells E i , 1 ≤ i ≤ j, and its singular image F i under the 2-fold cover π n−1 : N n−1 → N n−1 . Again we may remove double loops and only need consider double arcs. As above, dissect F i into a sequence of great disks {F i,1 , ..., F i,k i } and replace each E i with that ordered sublist to obtain a great sequence: 1 , ..., F 1,k 1 , ..., F j,1 , . .., F j,k j } which guides the collapse of (l n−1 (∂ D)) ′ to * (and defines the crossing resolution indicated by the "prime"). 
